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Orient and position your screen, keyboard and mouse effortlessly from the wall
This range of products has been designed to meet all the needs for fixing a flat screen with its keyboard
and mouse that many users in the healthcare sector.
The Combo Medical Arms for Monitor, Keyboard and Mouse help create a larger, quieter, more
ergonomic and individual medical workstation.
However, Combo medical arms are not all identical. We offer several types of medical Combo arms
available in several series each of which is intended for a specific application: depth adjustment, height
adjustment or simply both.
We assist you in choosing the Medical Combo Monitor / Keyboard / Mouse Arm that best suits your
needs. Position your LCD screen at the height appropriate for your viewing comfort.
We have all the solutions and offer the widest choice of professional medical media systems compatible
with the widest possible range of medical and computer displays.
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Part Number: 115.000— Presentation
Medical Station Combo INTOP 9, H Class, Height adjustable
wall mount

Medical Station Combo INTOP 9, H Class, Height adjustable wall mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS is an exclusive combination of:
* StS® lifting technology patented and easy to use by hand pedal
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
• Solid as rock and on the wall with the advantages:
1. Real ability to adjust the height from one seat to another:
StS® lifting technology offers 45.72 cm of effortless height adjustment using a hand
lever.
2. Rock solid construction:
Professionally designed to withstand the rigorous demands of the health care
environment
3. Compact design:
The independent height and depth adjustment of the monitor and keyboard saves
space for all users, as they are less than 11.43 cm from the wall.
4. Easy to assembly:
Minimum installation required for economical installation.
5. Customization:
There are different needs for each health care environment.
That's why customization is the key. Let our professional sales and engineering teams
help you customize your workstation.
* This wall-mounted workstation provides optimum technological access, thanks to
effortless positioning of the monitor and keyboard to meet the ergonomic
requirements of a seated or standing person. INTOP H Class restores the standard for
workstations where space is reduced.
Technical characteristics:
* 45.72 cm height adjustment from seat to shelf
* 35.56 cm monitor adjustment (81.28 cm from total monitor height adjustment)
* Monitor tilt +5°/- 15° * 180° monitor rotation * VESA 75mm/100mm
* Depth Fold to 11.43 cm from the wall * 10.16 cm extension of the sliding keyboard
support
Monitor weight range: * Counterweight (2.26 Kg to 4.53 Kg)
* Manual rotation lock (9,07 Kg)
Maximum installation space required:
* Height: 203.20 cm x Width: 63.50 cm x Depth 35.56 cm
(45.72 cm if the keyboard is stretched)
* Keyboard support dimensions: 22.86 x 63.50 cm foldable
* Work surface dimensions: 64,77 x 22,86 cm foldable * Total weight: 17.69 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and White
www.ergonoflex.com
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Part Number: 115.000— Technical sheet
Medical Station Combo INTOP 9, H Class, Height adjustable
wall mount
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Part Number: 115.001— Presentation
Medical Station Combo INTOP 1, H Class, Height adjustable
wall mount

Medical Station Combo INTOP 1, H Class, Height adjustable wall mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS is an exclusive combination of:
* StS® lifting technology patented and easy to use by hand pedal
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
• Solid as rock and on the wall with the advantages:
1. Real ability to adjust the height from one seat to another:
StS® lifting technology offers 45.72 cm of effortless height adjustment using a hand
lever.
2. Rock solid construction:
Professionally designed to withstand the rigorous demands of the health care
environment
3. Compact design:
The independent height and depth adjustment of the monitor and keyboard saves
space for all users, as they are less than 11.43 cm from the wall.
4. Easy to assembly:
Minimum installation required for economical installation.
5. Customization:
There are different needs for each health care environment.
That's why customization is the key. Let our professional sales and engineering teams
help you customize your workstation.
* This wall-mounted workstation provides optimum technological access, thanks to
effortless positioning of the monitor and keyboard to meet the ergonomic
requirements of a seated or standing person. INTOP H Class restores the standard for
workstations where space is reduced.
Technical characteristics:
* 45.72 cm height adjustment from seat to shelf * 35.56 cm monitor adjustment
(81.28 cm from total monitor height adjustment)
* Monitor tilt +5°/- 15° * 180° monitor rotation * VESA 75mm/100mm
* Depth Fold to 11.43 cm from the wall
* 10.16 cm extension of the sliding keyboard support
Monitor weight range:
* Counterweight (2.26 Kg to 4.53 Kg)
* Manual rotation lock (9,07 Kg)
Maximum installation space required:
* Height: 203.20 cm x Width: 63.50 cm x Depth 35.56 cm
(45.72 cm if the keyboard is stretched)
* Keyboard support dimensions: 22.86 x 63.50 cm foldable * Total weight: 15,42 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and White
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Part Number: 115.001— Technical sheet
Medical Station Combo INTOP 1, H Class, Height adjustable
wall mount
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Part Number: 115.002— Presentation
Station Médicale Laptop INTOP 6 H Class Ajustable en hauteur
fixation murale

Medical Station Combo INTOP 6, H Class, Height adjustable wall mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS is an exclusive combination of:
* StS® lifting technology patented and easy to use by hand pedal
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
• Solid as rock and on the wall with the advantages:
1. Real ability to adjust the height from one seat to another:
StS® lifting technology offers 45.72 cm of effortless height adjustment using a hand
lever.
2. Rock solid construction:
Professionally designed to withstand the rigorous demands of the health care
environment
3. Compact design:
The independent height and depth adjustment of the monitor and keyboard saves
space for all users, as they are less than 11.43 cm from the wall.
4. Easy to assembly:
Minimum installation required for economical installation.
5. Customization:
There are different needs for each health care environment.
That's why customization is the key. Let our professional sales and engineering teams
help you customize your workstation.
*This wall-mounted workstation provides optimum technological access, thanks to
effortless positioning of the monitor and keyboard to meet the ergonomic
requirements of a seated or standing person. INTOP H Class restores the standard for
workstations where space is reduced.
*
Technical characteristics:
* 22.86 x 63.50 cm folding work surface
* Work surface height adjustment to 119.38 cm
(Folds 11.43 cm from wall)
* 10.16 cm (sliding keyboard)
Maximum installation space required:
* Height: 119.38 cm x Width: 63.50 cm x Depth: 11.43 cm
(55.88 cm if the keyboard is stretched)
* Total weight: 11.79 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and White
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Part Number: 115.002— Technical sheet
Station Médicale Laptop INTOP 6 H Class Ajustable en hauteur
fixation murale
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Part Number: 115.003— Presentation
Medical Station Table INTOP 7, H Class, Height adjustable
wall mount

Medical Station Combo INTOP 7, H Class, Height adjustable wall mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS is an exclusive combination of:
* StS® lifting technology patented and easy to use by hand pedal
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
• Solid as rock and on the wall with the advantages:
1. Real ability to adjust the height from one seat to another:
StS® lifting technology offers 45.72 cm of effortless height adjustment using a
hand lever.
2. Rock solid construction:
Professionally designed to withstand the rigorous demands of the health care
environment
3. Compact design:
The independent height and depth adjustment of the monitor and keyboard saves
space for all users, as they are less than 11.43 cm from the wall.
4. Easy to assembly:
Minimum installation required for economical installation.
5. Customization:
There are different needs for each health care environment.
That's why customization is the key. Let our professional sales and engineering
teams help you customize your workstation.
*This wall-mounted workstation provides optimum technological access, thanks to
effortless positioning of the monitor and keyboard to meet the ergonomic
requirements of a seated or standing person. INTOP H Class restores the standard
for workstations where space is reduced.
*
Technical characteristics:
* Work surface 40,64 x 63,50 cm
* Work surface height adjustment to 119.38 cm
* Depth 50.80 cm from wall
Maximum installation space required:
* Height: 119.38 cm x Width: 50.80 cm x Depth: 50.80 cm
* Total weight: 11.79 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and White
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Part Number: 115.003— Technical sheet
Medical Station Table INTOP 7, H Class, Height adjustable
wall mount
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Part Number: 115.004— Presentation
Medical Station Corner Table INTOP 8, H Class, Height adjustable
wall mount

Medical Station Corner Table INTOP 8, H Class, Height adjustable wall
mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS is an exclusive combination of:
* StS® lifting technology patented and easy to use by hand pedal
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
• Solid as rock and on the wall with the advantages:
1. Real ability to adjust the height from one seat to another:
StS® lifting technology offers 45.72 cm of effortless height adjustment using a
hand lever.
2. Rock solid construction:
Professionally designed to withstand the rigorous demands of the health care
environment
3. Compact design:
The independent height and depth adjustment of the monitor and keyboard saves
space for all users, as they are less than 11.43 cm from the wall.
4. Easy to assembly:
Minimum installation required for economical installation.
5. Customization:
There are different needs for each health care environment.
That's why customization is the key. Let our professional sales and engineering
teams help you customize your workstation.
*This wall-mounted workstation provides optimum technological access, thanks to
effortless positioning of the monitor and keyboard to meet the ergonomic
requirements of a seated or standing person. INTOP H Class restores the standard
for workstations where space is reduced.
*
Technical characteristics:
* Corner worktop 50,80 x 50,80
* Work surface height adjustment to 119.38 cm
* Depth 50.80 cm from wall
Maximum installation space required:
* Height: 119.38 cm x Width: 50.80 cm x Depth: 50.80 cm
* Total weight: 11.79 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and White
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Part Number: 115.004— Technical sheet
Medical Station Corner Table INTOP 8, H Class, Height adjustable
wall mount
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Part Number: 115.005— Presentation
Medical Station Combo INTOP 2, H Class, Flip Up wall mount

Medical Station Combo INTOP 2, H Class, Flip Up wall mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS Flip Up is an exclusive combination of:
* Screen adjustment over a 35.56 cm range
* Fold-down keyboard/mouse holder
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
Technical specifications:
* 35.56 cm monitor adjustment space
* Monitor tilt +5°/- 15°
* 180° monitor rotation
* VESA 75mm/100mm
* Depth Fold to 11.43 cm from the wall
* 10.16 cm extension of the sliding keyboard support
Monitor weight range:
* Counterweight (2.26 Kg to 4.53 Kg)
* Manual rotation lock (9,07 Kg)
Maximum installation space required:
* Height: 187.96 cm x Width: 63.50 cm x Depth 35.56 cm
(45.72 cm if the keyboard is stretched)
* Keyboard support dimensions: 22.86 x 63.50 cm foldable
* Total weight: 9,52 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and White
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Part Number: 115.005— Technical sheet
Medical Station Combo INTOP 2, H Class, Flip Up wall mount
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Part Number: 115.006— Presentation
Keyboard-Mouse Holder INTOP 4 H Class Flip Up wall mount

Keyboard-Mouse Holder INTOP 4 H Class Flip Up wall mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS Flip Up is an exclusive combination of:
* Fold-down keyboard/mouse holder
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
Technical characteristics:
* Depth Fold to 11.43 cm from the wall
* 10.16 cm extension of the sliding keyboard support
Maximum installation space required:
* Height: 129.54 cm x Width: 63.50 cm x Depth 35.56 cm
(45.72 cm if the keyboard is stretched)
* Keyboard support dimensions: 22.86 x 63.50 cm foldable
* Total weight: 6,35 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and White
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Part Number: 115.006— Technical sheet
Keyboard-Mouse Holder INTOP 4 H Class Flip Up wall mount
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Part Number: 115.007— Presentation
Display mount, INTOP 5, H Class, Flip Up wall mount

Display mount, INTOP 5, H Class, Flip Up wall mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS Flip Up is an exclusive combination of:
* Screen adjustment over a 35.56 cm range
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
Technical characteristics:
* 35.56 cm monitor adjustment space
* Monitor tilt +5°/- 15°
* 180° monitor rotation
* VESA 75mm/100mm
Monitor weight range:
* Counterweight (2.26 Kg to 4.53 Kg)
* Manual rotation lock (9,07 Kg)
Maximum installation space required:
* 187.96 cm Monitor width Monitor depth and rail
* Total weight: 3.62 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and White
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Part Number: 115.007— Technical sheet
Display mount, INTOP 5, H Class, Flip Up wall mount
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Part Number: 115.008— Presentation
Display mount, INTOP 3, H Class, direct wall mount

Display mount, INTOP 3, H Class, direct wall mount
The science of access to technology at the point of care everywhere
INTOP H CLASS Flip Up is an exclusive combination of:
* Direct wall mounting
* Quick, easy and extensive station customization
* Easy assembly
* 10x faster deployment than others
* Unsurpassed value
* Exclusive attention to the needs of health clinicians
* Unlimited support for integrators, IT and clinicians
Technical specifications:
* Monitor tilt +5°/- 15°
* 180° monitor rotation
* VESA 75mm/100mm
* Monitor weight range:
Counterweight (2.26 Kg to 4.53 Kg)
Manual rotation lock (9,07 Kg)
* Maximum installation space required:
Monitors of different sizes require different spaces
* Total weight: 0,9 Kg
* Colour: Platinium and Black
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Part Number: 115.008— Technical sheet
Display mount, INTOP 3, H Class, direct wall mount
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Part Number: 116.001— Presentation
Mini UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Wall Mount

Mini UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP Wall Mount
* This central unit holder is mounted at the top of the wall rail of the H Class
INTOP series
Technical specifications:
* Has a 75/100 mm VESA adapter on the front panel to mount the monitor
* Internal compartment for CPU
* Height 18.09 cm
* Width 16,51cm
* Depth 6.35 cm
* Colour Platinium
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Part Number: 116.001— Technical sheet
Mini UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Wall Mount
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Part Number: 116.002— Presentation
Large UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Column Mounting

Large UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Column Mounting
This central unit holder comes to be fixed on the wall column of the series of
H Class INTOP medical arms
Technical specifications:
* Adjustable fastening straps included
* Internal compartment for CPU
* Height 21.90 cm
* Width 25.40 cm
* Adjustable depth from 8.89 cm to 16.51 cm
* Column fixing ring included
* Colour Platinium
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Part Number: 116.002— Technical sheet
Large UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Column Mounting
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Part Number: 116.003— Presentation
Large UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Wall Mount

Large UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP Wall Mount
This CPU holder can be mounted directly on the wall, either at the top of the
station or at the bottom of the station.
Technical specifications:
* Adjustable fastening straps included
* Internal compartment for CPU
* Height 21.90 cm
* Width 25.40 cm
* Adjustable depth from 8.89 cm to 16.51 cm
* Colour Platinium
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Part Number: 116.003— Technical sheet
Large UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Wall Mount
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Part Number: 116.004— Presentation
VESA Mini UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Wall Mounting

VESA Mini UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP Wall
Mounting
* This central unit holder is mounted at the top of the wall rail of the H Class
INTOP series of medical arms and is particularly suitable for the Thin Client
with the VESA 75/100 mm mounting standard.
Technical specifications:
* Has a 75/100 mm VESA adapter on the front panel to mount the thin client
* Height 17.14 cm
* Width 9.52 cm
* Depth 1.52 cm
* Direct wall mounting
* Color Black
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Part Number: 116.004— Technical sheet
VESA Mini UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class INTOP
Wall Mounting
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Part Number: 116.005— Presentation
Service basket wall mount, INTOP Serie

Service basket wall mount, INTOP Serie
An additional storage space mounted directly on the wall to complete your
installation, the service basket can accommodate all useful supplies.
This micro perforated service basket allows you to see its contents in
transparency.
These dimensions: 30.48 x 10.16 x 25.4 cm.
Colour: platinium
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Part Number: 116.005— Technical sheet
Service basket wall mount, INTOP Serie
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Part Number: 116.006— Presentation
Folding work surface for INTOP Serie H Class Station

Folding work surface for INTOP Serie H Class Station
This folding work surface completes your workstation and gives you extra work
space.
These dimensions: 63.50 x 22.86 cm
Weight Supported: 9 Kg
Color: White
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Part Number: 116.006— Technical sheet
Folding work surface for INTOP Serie H Class Station
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Part Number: 221.856— Presentation
Service basket column-mounted, INTOP Serie

Service basket column-mounted, INTOP Serie
An additional storage space mounted on the base of the column, the service
basket can accommodate all useful supplies.
This micro perforated service basket allows you to see its contents in
transparency.
These dimensions: 30.48 x 10.16 x 25.4 cm.
Colour: platinium
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Part Number: 221.856— Technical sheet
Service basket column-mounted, INTOP Serie
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Part Number: 221.880— Presentation
Barcode gun holder H Class Adjustable VESA

Barcode gun holder H Class Adjustable VESA
Universal barcode hand shower holder ideal to keep the hand shower close
to the trolley without obstruction.
This barcode reader holder is attached to the VESA plate on the monitor. It is
adjustable in length from 25.40 cm to 30.48 cm
This rugged barcode scanner stand is the perfect storage or scanning
application.
Colour: Platinium
Weight: 0,68 Kg
Note:
When selecting additional accessories, please call our customer service to
verify precise placement, positioning and limits.
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Part Number: 221.880— Technical sheet
Barcode gun holder H Class Adjustable VESA
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Part Number: 221.856— Presentation
Service basket column-mounted, INTOP Serie

Service basket column-mounted, INTOP Serie
An additional storage space mounted on the base of the column, the service
basket can accommodate all useful supplies.
This micro perforated service basket allows you to see its contents in
transparency.
These dimensions: 30.48 x 10.16 x 25.4 cm.
Colour: platinium
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Part Number: 221.856— Technical sheet
Service basket column-mounted, INTOP Serie
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Part Number: 221.801— Presentation
Holder for H Class barcode gun

Holder for H Class barcode gun
Universal barcode hand shower holder ideal to keep the hand shower close
to the trolley without obstruction.
This barcode reader holder with dimensions of 19.6 x 15.24 x 8.89 cm can
be fixed under the work surface.
This rugged barcode scanner stand is the perfect storage or scanning
application.
Color: black
Weight: 0,45 Kg
Note:
When selecting additional accessories, please call our customer service to
verify precise placement, positioning and limits.
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Part Number: 221.801— Technical sheet
Holder for H Class barcode gun
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Part Number: 221.840— Presentation
Aluminium monitor arm

Aluminium monitor arm
This single arm for LCD screen is VESA 75/100 mm compatible and
suitable for screens up to 26" and larger.
Height adjustable by sliding wheel and multi-directional pivot for an
optimized viewing angle.
Height adjustment of 40.64 cm
Vesa 75/100 mm, supports up to 35 kg
180° rotation, +100/-40° tilt, 90° swivel
Perfect hygiene
Mounting on the work surface
CPU support for optional display arm
Colour Platinium
Note:
When selecting additional accessories, please call our customer service to
verify precise placement, positioning and limits.
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Part Number: 221.840— Technical sheet
Aluminium monitor arm
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Part Number: 221.845— Presentation
IVP telescopic pole in anodized aluminium

IVP telescopic pole in anodized aluminium
This telescopic IVP pole in anodized aluminium is adjustable in height from
55.88 to 101.60 cm.
It supports up to 3,63 Kg
Height locking ring type knurl.
Fixing under the work surface.
Only suitable for H Class and Power Class series.
Colour: aluminium
Weight: 1,8 Kg
Note:
When selecting additional accessories, please call our customer service to
verify precise placement, positioning and limits.
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Part Number: 221.845— Technical sheet
IVP telescopic pole in anodized aluminium
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Part Number: 221.875— Presentation
CPU support for monitor arms

CPU support for monitor arms
This very robust thin client support is ideal for small PCs such as thin
clients.
These dimensions of 8.89 x 12.06 cm are suitable for most small PCs with
the VESA 75 or 100 mm mounting standard.
Installation is carried out by means of a VESA fastening ring along the arm
column.
Colour Platinium
Note:
When selecting additional accessories, please call our customer service to
verify precise placement, positioning and limits.
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Part Number: 221.875— Technical sheet
CPU support for monitor arms
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Barcode gun holder Pivoting H Class

Barcode gun holder Pivoting H Class
Universal barcode hand shower holder ideal to keep the hand shower close
to the trolley without obstruction.
This barcode reader holder with dimensions of 19.6 x 15.24 x 8.89 cm can
be fixed under the work surface.
This rugged barcode scanner stand is the perfect storage or scanning
application.
180° pivoting support
Color: black
Weight: 0,45 Kg
Note:
When selecting additional accessories, please call our customer service to
verify precise placement, positioning and limits.
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Part Number: 221.879— Technical sheet
Barcode gun holder Pivoting H Class
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UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class WT Wall Mount

UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class WT Wall Mount
* This central unit holder is mounted on the wall rail of the H Class WT series
of medical arms.
Technical specifications:
* Depth adjustment from 3.17 to 10.16 cm
* Height 18.41 cm
* Width 25.40 cm
* Has 2 depth adjustment knobs to securely and properly attach the computer.
* Color White
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Part Number: 112.001— Technical sheet
UC Holder for Medical Arm Combo H Class WT Wall Mount
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Medical stations INTOP H Class Medical Grade

Medical stations INTOP H Class Medical Grade
Innovative designs, a patented StS ® elevator technology that allows INTOP H Class computer stations
to elevate height without effort is unmatched in the industry.
This StS ® technology offers smooth adjustment flexibility regardless of the size and strength of the user,
allowing him to maximize his comfort of use both sitting and standing. The revolutionary design of StS
technology separates from conventional technologies such as conventional gas spring, pulley, traditional
spring and electrical system, generally used in this type of design.
A sTs elevator technology that is not under pressure, which means that your long-term performance will
remain higher.
A space of 45.72 cm height adjustment, allows a comfortable view of your laptop or your screen.
Designed for prolonged sitting or permanent applications. STs technology offers a true revolution in
ergonomic design that can be used by a wide range of clinicians and caregivers of all sizes, allowing
them to adjust the height of the worktop from 73.66 cm to 119.38 cm.
A rugged anodized aluminum construction, complemented by a small footprint, allows the INTOP H
Class IT medical stations accessibility even in places where space is reduced.
These mobile medical computer workstations contribute to the encoding of critical patient care
information with comfort at the patient's bedside with unmatched travel comfort.
The INTOP medical computer stations comply with the standards of hospital hygiene, effectively they
contain less than 5% of plastic harmful to bacteria and can be disinfected in the smallest details,
including wheels.
An anti-bacterial coating (microban) ensures perfect hygiene of the work surfaces and are therefore
impervious to bacteria, no asperities in their designs for a complete cleaning, fast and easy, helping to
control infections.
It takes only 10 minutes to completely disinfect the workstation.
Human-centric designs place mobile computing exactly where it needs to be, reducing the time spent on
each task for more efficiency.
Specifically designed for the medical sector, these medical computer trolleys are the result of a close
collaboration with nurses, computer scientists, doctors, offering them unparalleled comfort and
ergonomics in data entry.
These desktop computing solutions therefore provide healthy computing environments that promote
work efficiency.
INTOP H Class medical stations are 95 percent recyclable. This means that the complete product is 95
percent recyclable. Our company encourages other manufacturers to recycle their product using as little
plastic as possible.
Developed for superior performance, quality, durability for a better return on investment. Designed and
created to minimize the impact of energy consumption and thereby reduce the harmful effects of air
emissions and pollution.
Backed by a 5 year warranty, our mobile solutions will give you all satisfactions.
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INTOP H Class Medical Stations Bacteria Impermeable

INTOP H Class Medical Stations Bacteria Impermeable
Plastic, even food, is porous. This porosity, accentuated by scratches can cause bacteria nests in
computerized medical arms during these constant manipulations. A biofilm can be put in place in a few
hours, and allow the bacteria there to become resistant to external agents.
This is why our Computer Medical Arms, contrary to what we find on the market have a complete
structure in anodized aluminum. Less than 5% of plastic in their designs dedicated specifically to the
medical and hospital sector.
Aluminum, its characteristics, its properties, its utility:
Main characteristics
Density: 2700 kg / m3
Density: 2.7 (three times less than steel)
The use of aluminum is therefore essential in the areas of the construction of our computer arms.
Corrosion resistance:
Aluminum alloys are highly oxidizable. In the air, a layer of a few micrometers of aluminum oxide (Al2O3)
is formed. Thanks to this thin film, aluminum alloys become resistant to corrosion. Unlike most metals,
aluminum needs to oxidize to be used. Without this film of oxide, it would be unsuitable for most of its
applications.
Thus, under normal atmospheric conditions, exterior building claddings or aluminum alloy parts have
minimal maintenance and extended service life.
Anodizing:
Forced oxidation with an electrolyte makes it possible to obtain coloring of the parts. This anodizing can
also be colorless to keep the shine of the pieces (aluminum color). The protective oxide layer can be
made thicker by anodization.
Recycling:
To recycle aluminum, there is nothing simpler: just melt it. In addition to environmental benefits, aluminum
recycling is much less expensive than extraction from bauxite ore. It requires 95% less energy. And a ton
of recycled aluminum saves four tons of bauxite. By skipping the electrolysis stage, which requires a lot
of energy, we avoid the pollutant emissions associated with it. Aluminum is almost infinitely recyclable
without losing its qualities. In France, aluminum is recovered as part of selective sorting. In sorting
centers, it is sorted thanks to eddy currents. It is then broken and crushed and melted. The downside,
aluminum remains on the market an expensive material.
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INTOP H Class Medical Stations Bacteria Impermeable

Bénéfice:
Benefit:
* Resistant to corrosion
* Unalterable color
* Rigid
* Allows 100% recycling
* Light
* Noise and vibration reduction
* Do not rust
* Longevity is three to four times greater than steel
* Absorbs considerable pressure and effort
* Insulation
* Effective barrier against bacteria
* Raincoat
* Resistant to high and low temperatures
* Sterilizable
* Strength, weight, versatility
* Do not burn
* Anti acid

Antibacterial Micoban:
The medical computer arms are now designed with Microban antibacterial protection, a revolutionary
treatment that guarantees optimal hygiene. Medical computer arms integrate Microban and other antibacterial agents into all medical products. It inhibits the growth of bacteria of all types. It is not a
superficial treatment. It is 100% in the entire product. It does not entail any alteration of the physicomechanical properties of the lift system of the medical arms. 30-year simulations show that 100% of antibacterial properties are maintained. All medical articulated arms incorporate Microban. Microban is a
world leader in anti-bacterial solutions. It has been successfully applied for more than 35 years in multiple
products used in the hospital, construction and food sectors.
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Medical Stations INTOP H Class Technology Elevator

Medical Stations INTOP H Class Technology Elevator
Innovative designs, a patented StS ® elevator technology that allows computer stations to elevate height
without effort is unmatched in the industry.
This StS ® technology offers smooth adjustment flexibility regardless of the size and strength of the user,
allowing him to maximize his comfort of use both sitting and standing. The revolutionary design of StS
technology separates from conventional technologies such as conventional gas spring, pulley, traditional
spring and electrical system, generally used in this type of design.
A sTs elevator technology that is not under pressure, which means that your long-term performance will
remain higher.
A space of 45.72 cm height adjustment, allows a comfortable view of your laptop or your screen.
Designed for prolonged sitting or permanent applications. STs technology offers a true revolution in
ergonomic design that can be used by a wide range of clinicians and caregivers of all sizes, allowing
them to adjust the height of the worktop from 73.66 cm to 119.38 cm.
Mobile Technology "The Difference"
Access to technology anytime and anywhere, work safely within different healthcare environments, and
increase productivity are some of the ways we make a difference in mobile computing. Here are some
other ways and you'll see why these computer medical carts stand out in today's health care market.
Easy mobility:
A super light weight less than 15.45 Kg depending on the chosen station
Ability to adapt the height:
StS ® lift lift technology that features 45.72 cm of effortless height adjustment. Adjusting the height range
with hand pedal.
Small footprint:
A small footprint on only 12 cm
Comes fully assembled:
Delivered fully assembled: Save time and money for you.
Color choice:
Optional multiple choice colors.
Customization:
There are different needs for each health care environment. That's why personalization is the key. Let our
professionals and the engineering team help you customize your INTOP station.
Sustainable design:
Safe products that will help you move towards a healthy work environment. Our INTOP medical stations
H Class adjustable in height are 95 percent recyclable.
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Medical Stations INTOP H Class Disinfection, cleaning and hygiene
Nosocomial infections are a real public health problem. There are nowadays in France, about 10,000
deaths per year of these infections contracted at the hospital. They represent a very heavy burden for
society, from a human, economic and social point of view. As a result, medical computer trolleys have
been designed to be disinfected in their totality and disinfection takes only a very short time for the
hygienist (less than 10 minutes).
WHY KEEP THE SAFE SURFACES?
* Pathogenic microorganisms that enter the premises can survive on surfaces for long periods of time.
* Microorganisms that settle on surfaces can then be transmitted to the hands.
* The germs of the hands can spread by contact, and be transmitted to other people and cause an
infection.
* Clean or disinfect surfaces to reduce the risk of cross-contamination.
* Clean water may become contaminated if its container is not clean.

Recommended disinfectants:

1. Chlorine-based (10% max solution) - Chlorox, Novalsan, etc.
2. Formaldehyde base - 37% formaldehyde solution, Vinco Formaldegen, etc.
3. Glutaraldehyde-based stock - Aldacide 200, Lysofume, Wavicide, etc.
4. Phenol stock base - Lysol IC, many, Magna Clean, Tek-Trol, etc.
5. Alcohol Based - CaviCide, Isopropyl Alcohol, Medicide (POL-0.3), etc.
6. Oxidants - Hydrogen Peroxide Solution 3%, VikronS, Lifegard series, etc.
7. Ammonium quaternaries - Roccal-D, Bacto-Sep, Ascend, Parvosol, etc.
8. Soap and hot water
DO NOT USE:
1. Oil-based liquid cleaners, such as gasoline, turpentine or petroleum
2. Acetone
3. More than 10% bleach solutions
4. Temperature or sterilization pressure
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The ergonomics of our medical computer stations INTOP H Class
and you

The ergonomics of our medical computer stations INTOP H Class and you
Reduce the fatigue of clinicians and offer them better comfort in the workplace.
A comfortable position when working with a computer is very important. That's why the products we
distribute help you against musculoskeletal discomfort and help achieve a comfortable working position.
"INTOP H CLASS" wall workstations adapt to your workflow and environment.
Whether you are sitting or standing, "INTOP H CLASS" is the highly ergonomic solution that promotes
well-being.
• Adjusting the seat height to support
Patented, easy-to-use lifting technology The StS® lifting technology offers a true range of seat height
adjustment (45.72 cm).
• Height adjustment of the medical station
Accommodations of all levels. With multiple users,
there are several height ranges. A simple fit fits a wide range of heights including 5% adult women and
95% men.
• Ultra strong construction
Professionally designed. To maintain your position comfortably (no rebound on the keyboard platform)
our very robust construction allows for a healthy posture both sitting and standing. The entrance is
designed to withstand the rigorous requirements of the health environment.
• Compact design / space saving
Storage at your fingertips. With one setting,"INTOP H CLASS" gives the user a space-saving storage
experience. "INTOP H CLASS" can be stored 11.43 cm from the wall.
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The ergonomics of our medical computer stations INTOP H Class
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Stations Médicales INTOP H Class Ergonomie
A - The height adjustment must have a minimum curvature up to the wrist, 45.72 cm Seat-to-press height
adjustment encourages correct alignment of the wrist and elbow.
B - The top third of the computer screen must be at
below the level of the eyes. Height adjustment of the monitor (35.56 cm) Observation height.
C - + 5 ° à -15 °.
Tilting the computer screen reduces visual discomfort and posture.
D 180 ° rotation of the computer screen.
Whether landscape or portrait, the desired focal preference is achieved.
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Medical Stations Combo INTOP H Class Height Adjustable
Wall Mount

We have all the solutions and offer you the widest choice of professional medical
media systems compatible with the widest possible range of medical and
computer monitors.
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